
The ongoing NFT project "AYAKASHI CLUB" by “NEW FACTORY TOKYO”, 
an NFT production company by “Transit General Office” will drop

"AYAKASHI CLUB Junior Summoner NFT".

“NEW FACTORY TOKYO” (Office: Tokyo, Shibuya, CEO: Egashira Yasuo), a group company of “TRANSIT GENERAL 
OFFICE” (Office: Tokyo, Shibuya, CEO: Nakamura Sadahiro), will drop "AYAKASHI CLUB Junior Summoner NFT", one of 
the main contents of the ongoing NFT project "AYAKASHI CLUB" featuring contemporary artist AKIAKANE is now on sale.

"Junior Summoner" refers to those magician who can summon human souls in the story.
The series consists of a total of 2,500 pieces, which are expressed by auto-generated generative NFT based on 
algorithms and rules, combining the original data of the original work and some parts of the original data.
Don't miss the first generative artwork of AKIAKANE's career.
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■Sales Overview
Sales schedule for the product 
"AYAKASHI CLUB Junior Summoner"
①PreSale1 (24 hours)
8:00 PM(JST) October 30 2023~ 7:59 PM(JST) October 31 2023
※The sale is only available to those who have the following 

Allowlist. 
~⽣徒⼿帳 ⽉~
※A maximum of 10 mints per Allowlist is allowed. 

②PreSale2 (24 hours)
8:30(JST) October 31 2023 ~ 8:29(JST) November 1 2023
※The sale is only available to those who have the following 

Allowlist. 
~⽣徒⼿帳 ⽉~ 

~⽣徒⼿帳 雪~
※A maximum of 10 mints per Allowlist is allowed. 

③Public Sale
~ 8:29(JST) November 1 2023
※The sale is open to all.
※Mints can also be conducted multiple times.

Price
●Pre Sale: 0.04 ETH
●Public sale: 0.06 ETH

Total Supply
2,500



Official materials can be downloaded from the link below.
https://onl.sc/g9Kiwqx

〈 Inquiries regarding coverage 〉
TRANSIT GENERAL OFFICE PR AKAMARSU

E-mail : akamatsu-kimiko@transit-web.com / TEL : 080-4807-8316
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■Utilities (benefits for purchasers) 
-Basic Utility
・Manga's first public showingA Manga Pre-release
・Participation in exclusive events for holders
・Priority ordering rights for the Intermediate Magician 
Collection

-Benefits for Multiple Holders
・Priority ordering rights at the online store
・Participation in the drawing event of AYAKASHI CLUB  

(preferential treatment depending on the number of NFTs 
held) 

■Click here for the latest information on AYAKASHI CLUB project. 
・X（Twitter）
https://twitter.com/ayakashi_club
・Discord
https://discord.gg/newfactorytokyo
・NEW FACTORY TOKYO official H.P
https://newfactorytokyo.io/

Her vivid colours, bewitching motifs and calculated compositions grab the 
viewer. She creates splendid worldviews interspersed with Japanese 'wa' and 
mythology. She works in various fields, such as artwork for music, music 
videos and games.
In 2017, visuals for Luciano and Maria of “#Compass”, visuals for BAE (Allen, 
Hajun, Anne) of “Paradox Live in 2019”. Held a solo exhibition "懊悩呻吟の果
てに(Onoshingin no hateni)" in Ginza, Tokyo. Released the art book "Yoha" 
and did the visuals for "神神化身(Kamigamikeshin)" in 2020. Released an art 
book "千色繚乱(Senshokuryoran)" in China. Held a solo exhibition "極光
(Kyokkou)" in Taiwan. She has gained enthusiastic popularity not only in 
Japan but also overseas.
In 2023, she was in charge of the main visual for "HATSUNE MIKU JAPAN 
TOUR 2023 ~THUNDERBOLT~". Currently, NFT project "AYAKASHI CLUB" 
is being launched.

With a desire to "make NFT art more widespread in our lifestyles," we will 
release high-quality NFT works in collaboration with various artists who 
support NEW FACTORY TOKYO, as an NFT production company from 
Japan. In addition, we will also hold artist discovery projects and highly 
entertaining events, both online and offline, in collaboration with various 
companies, brands, and artists, with the aim of further raising awareness of 
NFT in Japan and providing correct NFT knowledge, and will continue to 
develop and expand the NFT market.
https://newfactorytokyo.io/
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